Helpers by the wayside

The unrest,
modern man is driven by,
has its roots in a disturbed relationship
to the ancestors and the soil

Everything what lived and lives, is inside of us.
In cells and genes. But not only there.
In our consciousness as well.
But we blocked the access to it.

Malidoma Patrice Somé

Adapted from
Mary Catherine Bateson, Our own Metaphor

To make real the dream of a fulfilled life, to overcome setbacks on the path of desire, we need the help of others
as well.
Life is sending us a multifold variety of helpers: they may appear as human beings, animals, mountains, places
of nature and wilderness, visions of immaterial beings. But do we contact them likewise and make use of their
help? Do we have the courage, the awareness and openness to hear their offers of help and to use them? How
do we do that and how can we improve these relationships?
In detail we go into these topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Helpers, admonishers or threatful beings by the wayside. How do we distinguish them?
Is it possible to transform something burdensome into something helpful, bad heritage into good
heritage? Ritual gives the space.
Ritual: humble submission or cooperation in partnership?
Training of cooperation and counselling under supervision
Reinforcement of good heritage

This workshop gives the opportunity, to get a precise look at the own connection with helpers, to transform
hindering issues in the relationship with them and to open and to deepen the dialogue with them. The guides
have long years of experience in the work with ancestors, animal allies and landscape. They learned that in the
cooperation with Eduardo Calderon (Peru), Agustin Rivas (Peru) and Malidoma Somé (Burkina Faso, West
Africa).

Thu Nov. 1 (All Saints) (9:30 am) – Sat Nov. 3, 2018 (4 pm) (3 days)
Costs: 330 € + stay Participants from Eastern Europe 170 € + stay
Venue: Place of silence Unterweinberg 59 · 5231 Schalchen near Mattighofen · Austria
Booking until Monday October 15, 2018
Working language Euro-English and German
Seminar allowable for Art of Counseling and for Art of Ritual.

Guidance

Dipl.-Ing. Manfred Weule M.A.
Cultural anthropologist, guide of intercultural projects, counsellor, oracle reader, flute player.
Grandfather of 6 grandchildren. Experienced male midwife for individuals and groups, who want
to find their life orientation and to make it happen. Author of articles in professional publications
and of “Ancestral soil of the Harz mountains. Reenrooting with desire, mother Africa and
obstinacy” (2013) and “Turning to the wild in dialogue with animals” (2016). (Both published in
German)

Dr. Helga Weule
Philosopher, lecturing senior counsellor in group dynamic, lecturer at Johannes Kepler University
Linz, oracle reader, paintress, grandmother of 6 grandchildren. Decades of experience in systemic
counseling of persons, groups and management teams. Authoress of articles in professional
publications and of “Wandering in different worlds. Report of an inner and outer journey to the end
of the world and back.” (2013) and “Stories told by my bones“ (2014). (Both published in German)

A place of silence,
power and alignment especially for people from business world and city life with its high clock
rates.
Populated by a lot of trees, the place Unterweinberg 59 houses a tipi, sometimes a sweat lodge,
shrines in the tradition of the West African Dagara culture and a house with working room. A good
place for single work as well as for workshops.
Right in the middle of Upper Austria's Inn quarter, 50 km north of Salzburg, Mattighofen is situated. Close to the Kobernaussen forest there is the hamlet Unterweinberg in Schalchen.

Info and booking:
Institute consciousness strategies
Place of silence Unterweinberg 59 · 5231 Schalchen near Mattighofen · Austria
www.i-cons.info · institut@i-cons.info
M.Weule +43 - 676 - 8783 2054

